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ABSTRACT: This paper discusses the models and methods of machine learning methods used in environmental sound classification systems. A sound classification subsystem could be implemented in the various Smart City, Smart Farming systems, healthcare etc. An automated sound classification system could be decomposed into following subsystems: the audio representation, the features extraction, the classifier and the accuracy estimation. This paper deals with a convolutional neural network with attention mechanism for sound classification and autoencoder for data augmentation. The objective of the paper is to develop the optimal sound classifier for datasets with lack of observations.
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INTRODUCTION

Machine hearing systems [1] are quite useful in such areas as audio surveillance, automatic medicine auscultation, acoustic scene detection in urban environments etc. The main requirements for such systems are: real time classification with high accuracy and ability to generalize on unseen data. Environmental sound classification differs from music or speech recognition by higher data variability and lack of frequent pattern repetition.

There are different approaches to environmental sound classification but most suitable method here is neural network classifier. The benefits of using neural networks are as follows. Generalization to new data allows classifying new sounds using a pre-trained model. Deep learning methods allow extracting features from raw sound, so there is no need in additional sound preprocessing modules. However, a large amount of training data is required for neural network training that is disadvantage. This can be overcome by using autoencoders for data augmentation. There are different approaches for accelerating learning process and improving accuracy: meta-learning, evolutionary algorithms etc. Particularly, attention mechanism for neural networks has been used successfully in recent articles to improve the classifier accuracy. Therefore, our goal is to develop environmental sound classification system using autoencoder for data augmentation and deep convolutional neural network with attention mechanism as classifier.

THE AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

There are several essential steps in sound classification systems, we consider following subsystems: audio data preprocessing, features extraction, classification, and accuracy estimation. The audio data preprocessing stage implies different approaches such as segmentation, filtering, transformations. Equal sound files could be obtained by segmentation of the raw signal into shorter chunks using some windowing process. Thus, the original acoustic signal is converted into the frames of a fixed length. Trailing silence frames from an audio signal could be done using sound energy filters.

The feature extraction stage includes methods for different representations of the initial digital signal. This stage exploits special features such as Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), Gammatone Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (GFCC), chromagrams and spectrograms. The aim of this stage is to find better signal characteristic for further classification.

The State-of-the-art methods for sound classification are neural networks and other machine learning methods like K-means, support vector machine (SVM), decision trees etc. [2-4]. The classifiers based on convolutional or recurrent neural networks are quite effective in these problems. There are different approaches for neural networks fine tuning, for instance, meta-learning, genetic algorithms and special layers like attention mechanism.

The aim of this paper is to develop a proof-of-concept system for the environmental sound classification based on convolutional neural networks and autoencoders. We suggest that autoencoders could be used for data augmentation and convolutional model could be improved by attention layer.

In order to reach the mentioned aim, the following objectives were formulated for the study:
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- to review state-of-the-art environmental sound classification systems;
- to develop autoencoder model for data augmentation;
- to develop classification system using convolutional neural networks with attention layer;
- to outline a direction for further development of machine hearing systems.

We are going to use ESC-50 dataset for training and testing classification model. This dataset consists of 5-second-long recordings organized into 50 semantical classes with 40 examples per class [5].

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

There are numerous survey papers have published recently on the topic of sound classification, for instance, articles [2, 3] provide a description of the components of an automatic sound classification system, which contains preprocessing modules, feature extraction, training algorithm and evaluation module.

The signal feature extraction methods are discussed in details [2]. The physical properties of the signals and the characteristics of the human perception of sounds are two basic category here. Feature extraction methods represent the acoustic signal in the time, frequency, cepstral and wavelet domains.

The analysis of general approaches to automatic music classification by genre is described in [3, 6].

The methods of neural networks application in the feature extraction and the classification are given in [1, 6, 7]. Deep convolutional neural networks are the main classifier in this area, which is explained by the complex layered architecture with several layer types. The disadvantages of this approach include the complexity of neural networks fine tuning, demand for computing resources and large amount of observations in the learning datasets.

Attention mechanism is described in [8-10]. This approach demonstrates high accuracy and become an essential part of neural network classification architectures.

IV. METHODOLOGY

The workflow of automated environmental sound classification system has shown in the figure 1.

![Figure 1. Sound classification system workflow](image)

We use MFCC as features for further classification but there are only 40 5-second-long observations per class, so some method of data augmentation is required here. Thus, for 2000 initial observations we obtain 2000x20x431 matrix representation for 20 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients per each sound file. Autoencoder could be used for generating new sounds for each class. The convolutional autoencoder architecture has shown in the figure 2.

![Figure 2. Autoencoder architecture](image)
Keras library is used for neural network implementation. We use Conv2D layers for convolutions and AveragePooling layers for dimension reduction and Leak ReLu is use as activation function.

The loss functions for different autoencoders classes change during learning process as has shown in the figure 3.

The program implementation of classifier has shown in the figure 4. The neural network hyperparameters like number of epochs, batch size, learning rate are determine empirically after numerical experiments.
The data preprocessing stage includes trailing silence from an audio signal and calculating of mel frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) for the giving sound files. This approach allows to unify and simplify the sound files presentation in the memory. Further we feed MFCC arrays to the convolutional neural net.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The confusion matrix is most appropriate metric for model testing in sound classification. The testing dataset includes 8 raw sound files per each class from ESC-50 dataset. The resulting confusion matrix has been shown in the figure 5. At the matrix each row and column means following categories:


![Figure 5. Sound classification confusion matrix](image)

From this confusion matrix we can see that approach with autoencoder augmentation can lead to quite accurate classification. The maximum row element in the matrix is on the diagonal for most classes. Thus, there are 253 observations predicted as true positive from total 400, therefore, there is room for improvement the accuracy.

VI. CONCLUSION

A convolutional neural network with attention layer could be an effective classifier even in the case of train data lack. Convolutional auto encoder was used to generate new observations.
The basic distinction of this paper from papers [9] is that we tried to use a data set with only 40 observations per class. Obtained accuracy in 63% allows to continue research in this area.

The prospect of further research is related to the extension of the considered approach with meta-learning methods, for instance MAML or Reptile.
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